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letteR fRom founDeR 

—  Gustav Praekelt
Founder @ Praekelt.org

Dear friends,

In 2007, we founded Praekelt foundation with the belief that 
mobile technology would make it possible for every person 
on the planet to access essential lifesaving information.

Driven by this belief, over the last decade we have explored 
the many ways mobile phones can improve the lives of poor 
and marginalised people: developing agriculture information 
systems in Kenya and Zambia; launching voter-education 
campaigns in south Africa, libya, and India; creating free-to-
access youth-engagement portals in malawi, Zimbabwe, and 
Zambia; connecting adolescent girls in India with mentors; 
and building educational tools for students in south Africa. 
We have achieved far more than we set out to do.

In the process of creating these mobile services, we solved 
tremendous technical challenges to delivering information 
to millions of basic phones in the poorest areas in the world. 
We built platforms that have reached more than a 100 
million people in over 60 countries, and we launched the first 
national mobile health platform, momconnect.

now it is time to take stock and decide how best to apply 
the skills, knowledge, and resources we have developed. We 
know that national-scale mobile platforms have the best 
chance of delivering sustainable impact. We have also learnt 
that providing critical information contributes to improving 

We built platforms that have 
reached more than a 100 million 
people in over 60 countries

lives, but is not enough on its own. often, there are barriers 
that prevent our users from acting on the information we 
provide. Increasingly, our task will become understanding 
how to overcome these challenges. this means that in 
finding technical and logistical solutions to delivering 
information on a global scale, we will also need to invest 
in real-time models that will allow us to better understand 
our users, and ultimately to create and support positive 
behaviours that achieve better results. 

We have also come to understand 
that girls and women are central 

to our mission. To ensure that our 
work creates impact, we need 
to reach and engage the most 

vulnerable and marginalised

We have also come to understand that girls and women 
are central to our mission. to ensure that our work creates 
impact, we need to reach and engage the most vulnerable 
and marginalised—those who stand to gain the most from 
our services—and empower them to become catalysts for 
change in their communities. 

the growth and impact we have achieved over the past ten 
years would not have been possible without the time, effort, 
and dedication of our board and our talented team, which 
has grown from our first team member ten years ago, to over 
60 people in six countries today.

I am incredibly excited to be a part of this amazing 
organisation, and the growth and impact we will experience in 
the next ten years.

I would like to thank every person who has been with us on 
this journey. 
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2007 2008 2009 2011 2012 2014 2015 2016
txtAlert, health 
messaging 
platform, launched 
in south Africa.

Project masiluleke was 
launched in partnership 
with frog Design, 
Poptech, & iteach.

Young Africa Live 
launched on World 
AIDs Day.

Led the mobile Alliance 
for maternal Action 
programme in  
south Africa.

vumi launched.

Praekelt Foundation 
awarded foundation 
grant from omidyar 
network.

first local deployment of 
vumi in libya.

Wikipedia Zero launched. 

Girl Effect and Praekelt 
launch Girl Effect mobile 
portfolio.

launched momconnect 
for national Department 
of Health south Africa. 

Young Africa Live 
reached 1.9 million users.

facebook and Praekelt 
launched Incubator for 
Free Basics Free Basics by 
facebook

B-Wise and Tune me 
launched.

momconnect reached 
1 million registered mothers. 

Praekelt foundation changed 
its name to Praekelt.org.

100 nGos selected for 
Free Basics incubator.

HisTOrY1

2010
Project masiluleke 
sent over 2 billion 
messages and 
generated 1.8 million 
calls to the HIv AIDs 
Helpline. 
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founded in 2007, Praekelt.org has been utilizing mobile tools 
and platforms to bring information and services to users in 
low and middle income countries. We’ve reached more than 
100 million people in over 60 countries in the last decade. 
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Personal: 

All our projects work to empower end 
users, not just organisations, and to give 
them a voice.

Accessible:

We strive to create services that 
people can use on the handsets 
that they have.

scalable: 

to maximise their potential, our 
platforms are built to scale from 
the start.

We believe our projects can deliver impact because of our approach.  In 2016, we also officially endorsed  
the Principles for Digital Development, aligning ourselves with other organisations that embrace user-centric 
philosophies. Below are the core attributes of our projects.

co-designed: 

We work with our users to design 
services, to ensure that what we build 
meets their needs.

integrated:

our projects work within large-scale 
systems to address multifaceted 
problems.

Private: 

We ensure that the safety, security, and 
privacy of our users are built into our 
systems from the start.

Locally enabled: 

our platforms are designed to be 
deployed and managed locally. 
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1 TecHnOLOGY
DesiGneD
FOr imPAcT
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Free Basics
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At l A n t I c  o c e A n

PA c I f I c  o c e A n

Tuneme 

PrOjecT 
LOcATiOns

I n D I A n  o c e A n

2016 AcHIevements2
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mHealth platforms Girl Effect Mobile Innovation Projects
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2016 AcHIevements

Targeted sectors

PrOjecTs 
OvervieW

33% youth

57% health

10% other

Projects

 People  

 countries

25
62

m40
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2016 AcHIevements

In 2016, we opened a new office in the US & doubled in size. 
We hire for excellence, supporting gender-balanced and 
inclusive teams.

Our TeAm

Our emLPOYees

2 2016 AcHIevements



PRoJects3
Building on the success of our nationally scaled programmes, we are replicating our models in other regions 
by adapting and customising them to take into account local context, needs and priorities. 

Problem: Despite having one of the best economies on 
the continent, south Africa still sees a disproportionately 
high level of maternal and infant mortality. the national 
Department of Health in south Africa wanted to use 
mobile technology to educate women about self care and 
at the same time gather real time data that would allow for 
improvement of service delivery.

The Solution:  momconnect is a south African national 
Department of Health (nDoH) initiative that uses 
mobile technology to improve the health of pregnant 
women, newborns and infants at national scale. through 
the platform, every pregnant woman in south Africa 
can register to receive free, informative, stage-based 
messaging for the first year of her baby’s life. MomConnect 
also provides access to a sms helpdesk and the ability 
for women to rate the service they receive at the clinic. 
Ratings and questions are sent directly to the nDoH 
officials who can respond to queries and ensure that a high 
level of service is available at every clinic. the platform has 
been able to improve service delivery through integrating 
with the national health systems.  

“I was more aware of the changes 
because the messages explained to me 

why I felt certain things. You are always 
worried when you are pregnant.”

— Nolubabalo Fudumele, 
cape town

women reached 
with MomConnect

1.3 million
momconnect
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Expanding: The success of the momconnect programme has gathered interest from many partners in other countries. 
in the past year we have helped to replicate this success in two countries in Africa. Our approach leverages core 
technology and learnings from our work in south Africa but also applies human-centered design processes to adapt 
platforms to different local contexts.

•  By August 2016, MomConnect registered 
 1 million mothers in 95% of the clinics in the
 country, making it a truly national programme. 

•  The NDOH announced the launch of the   
 nurseconnect programme that supports the   
 momconnect programme by providing clinical   
 and psychosocial support to those on the   
 frontline. since it’s launch, nurseconnect   
 has enrolled over 16,000 nurses. Watch a nurse’s  
 testimonial on the platform.
 
• MomConnect integrates feedback so women
  can be part of the health care system. thirty   
 percent  of moms completed service ratings   
 and there have been over 500k messages to 
 the helpdesk.

Achievements in the last year: 

PRoJects PRoJects

familyconnect

“this is important work. men and women have 
so many questions for us [vHts]. now they can 

get that information on their phone and know 
how the baby is growing.”

—  John, a vHt in Kabale

In uganda, with most women living in rural areas and 
the difficulty in accessing clinics that this presents, 
familyconnect will leverage over 10,000 village Health 
workers in communities to sign women up to the service. 
training of these village Health Workers is underway and
 we launched the service in may 2017. 

In nigeria, the Hellomama programme addresses the fact 
that most women are illiterate and that sms is seen as a 
premium service by utilising voice based technology for 
delivery of stage based messages. this pilot launched in 
two states of nigeria in november 2016 and has registered 
over 6,000 women and gatekeepers and sent over 40,000 
voice messages.  

“I was six months pregnant and my baby 
was not kicking. I was worried and planning 

to go to the health facility when I received 
the message that ‘if you are not sure the 

baby is kicking, sit-up, and take a cold drink.’ 
As soon as I carried out the instruction, 

the baby started kicking immediately.”
— Itumo Nkechi, pregnant mother,

Hellomama

rePLicATinG
A successFuL
mODeL

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KHGYrFSvPUE


Girl Effect

PRoJects

Mobile Innovation Projects
Our portfolio of programmes funded by Nike Foundation and supported by Girl Effect include 
Amadar Golpo, which uses interactive voice response (IVR) to offer peer leaders in BRAC’s Adolescent 
Development Programme additional support, training, and guidance; the financial literacy app Dooit in Indonesia; 
and the mobile mentorship programme, mentor To Go, in india.

In India, the mobile mentoring 
programme, mentor to Go, connects 
vulnerable girls in rural and semiurban 
areas to female mentors, building on the 
existing in-person mentoring service 
developed by our partner, mentor 
together. the vulnerable girls enrolled 
in the programme are expected to 
demonstrate increased self-confidence 
and perceptions of self-efficacy.  
Hear more from the girls from the 
program.

“I trust my mentor like 
a sister. I feel at ease 

speaking with her on a 
mobile, as I feel it’s more 

private. she’s helping 
advise me on my career 
and future possibilities.”

— Pooja, 17, bangalore

PRoJects
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Praekelt.org has developed a portfolio of mobile products and services, funded by Nike Foundation and Girl Effect, 
that seek to improve the lives of adolescent girls. From a mobile mentoring app in India to global mobile websites 
that provide girls with engaging content, this portfolio is building evidence for the ways that mobile technologies can 
deliver impact. We are creating a new generation of tools that organisations like Girl Effect, Save the Children and 
BraC can use to reach marginalised and poor communities to improve the lives of girls all over the world.

Girl Effect Mobile through Free Basics – Global
through a partnership with the free basics by facebook 
platform, Girl Effect’s mobile sites have reached nearly 
25 million users in 63 countries. these sites inform girls about 
health, education, finances, safety, security and their rights 
in a safe space that allows them to connect with other girls. 
currently available in over 15 languages, this programme is 
truly global and is a key focus for Girl Effect in the year ahead.

“Wow! You just made me realise that 
failure is another stepping stone to 

success. Keep working hard and change 
another girl’s life somewhere out there. 

We need more people like you in 
our generation. “
— Sthabii comments on  

“I am chasing my dreams”

3
mentor to Go

created in partnership with save 
the children in Indonesia, Dooit is 
an Android app that helps youth 
save money. Designed for low-
income youth in Indonesia—for 
whom banks are inaccessible or 
untrusted—Dooit provides girls 
and other users with a personal 
money mentor that guides them 
through the process of setting 
goals and tracking savings. 

Dooit

“I’ve been learning to save 
at school through the 

mini-bank, and this app will 
help me and my class track 

how much we are saving 
throughout the year.” 

— Mina, 16

PRoJects eXPLOrinG neW
mODeLs OF
enGAGemenT

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s5PO2LLlt9Q
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1 680 000 

 2 900 000 
 3 400 000

 4 259 962

 6 459 885  

Revenue Growth
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Financial SuMMary

The F17 financial year saw a 52% increase in revenue, 
compared to F16, as well as an achievement of a 7.34% surplus. 
This surplus is used to ensure that we have three months’ 
working capital in reserve; any surplus beyond this is used to 
support research and development within the organisation.

Figures in Dollars F17 ($)

Revenue 6,459,885

Direct costs -2,953,862

Gross Surplus  3,506,023

Remuneration -2,377,077  

overhead  -673,126  

other Income 57,593

net Surplus before F/x 513,911

f/x - 39,776

Net Surplus 474,135  

% surplus 7.34%

Gross surplus 54%

52%
increase in revenue 
from 2015

7.34%
surplus for 2016

F17 Breakdown of 
revenue per funder (%)  
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Johnson and Johnson 16,89%

USAID 16,22%

Nike Foundation 15,38%

UNICEF 14,06%

Girl Effect 9,16%

UNFPA 8,86%

Investec 6,52%

Discovery Foundation 4,90%

Other  3,27%

Ford Foundation 2,96%

ELMA Foundation      1,79%



While we are proud of our achievements over the last ten 
years, we are looking forward to a new era in the work that 
we do. not only do we expect mobile technology to be 
available to billions more people in the coming years; we are 
also seeing a proliferation of smarter devices and new ways 
of interacting with our users. the landscape is changing 
dramatically, and I am excited about the opportunities and 
challenges the future holds.

We believe digital platforms can bring about cost-effective 
change in the lives of those most in need. moving forward, 
we will continue to leverage new technologies to reach users 
with the information and services they need to change 
their lives, but also focus on proving the impact of our 
programmes. to achieve this, we believe that we cannot 
act alone, and we are proud to announce a number of 
partnerships that will allow us to achieve our goals. 

to explore the possibilities of reaching users through entirely 
new channels, we intend to collaborate with Whatsapp to use 
their API to reach users of momconnect and nurseconnect. 
using this popular platform in south Africa, we hope to reach 
users more cost-effectively, increasing the sustainability 
of the programme and exploring new ways to engage with 
users.

To explore the possibilities of 
reaching users through entirely new 
channels, we intend to collaborate 
with Whatsapp to use their APi to 
reach users of momconnect and 
nurseconnect. 

We are committed to tracking impact. As part of a larger 
project to develop technical infrastructure that supports 
Girl Effect’s brands and products, Praekelt.org is creating a 
dashboard that will track reach, engagement, and impact 
across all Girl Effect initiatives. 

We are also excited to announce that we have been awarded 
a two-year grant from the bill and melinda Gates foundation, 
to leverage momconnect and familyconnect to explore how 
mobile technologies can improve patient engagement, which 
in turn will lead to positive changes in health outcomes. 

We have been awarded a two-year 
grant from the Bill and melinda Gates 

Foundation, to leverage momconnect 
and Familyconnect to explore how 
mobile technologies can improve 

patient engagement

this foundation funding will help us develop and conduct 
investigations within these programmes to improve our 
understanding of patient engagement, identifying methods 
that we can optimize to drive further behaviour change, 
improve data for decision-making, and better understand 
the needs and behaviours of patients.

We remain committed to designing and building relevant, 
accessible mobile platforms that change the lives of 
people all over the world. We look forward to the new team 
members, projects, and partnerships that will make this 
a reality.

—  Debbie Rogers
Managing Director  @ Praekelt.org
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